Radiographies under Traction Influence Surgeon Choice in Implant Selection for Intertrochanteric Fractures
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Abstract

Objective: Determine whether preoperative AP pelvis radiographies under manual traction influence surgeon choice for implants in intertrochanteric fractures compared with standard radiographies.

Methods: Fifty-eight patients with intertrochanteric fractures were prospectively enrolled from four tertiary teaching hospitals. All patients had standard AP pelvis radiographies taken as well as radiographies under manual traction of affected limb, 116 images total. Three fellowship trained trauma surgeons and three hip surgeons blindly reviewed the images and indicated their implant choice for each case: extra or intramedullary fixation. The observers received randomly assigned images and were unaware of the radiography technique, patient number, and repetition of patients within the set of images. Statistical analyses were performed using Cohen Kappa method and McNemar, Q Cochran, and Wilcoxon tests.

Results: Manual traction radiographies changed surgeon-implant choice in 35.06% (range: 27.6% to 43.1%). However, traction radiographies provided no improvement in weak inter-observer reliability for treatment indication (k=0.264, p<0.001) compared to standard radiographies (k=0.220, p<0.001), when using Mann-Whitney test (p=0.359). Traction views did not increase predilection for either method. Hip surgeons agreed more than trauma surgeons concerning implant choice.

Conclusions: Manual traction radiographies modified surgeon choice in up to one third of intertrochanteric fracture cases.
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Introduction

Intertrochanteric femoral fractures are life-threatening lesions common in the elderly. The lesions may decrease life expectancy and quality [1]. Appropriate treatment normally includes surgery; however implant design and surgical techniques lack a uniform standard and may vary according to fracture type, bone quality, patient characteristics, implant availability, and surgery choice.

Recent data have suggested that some unstable fracture patterns, such as reverse obliquity, and highly comminuted, could benefit from intramedullary nailing. Other fracture patterns could be treated preferably with extramedullary implants such as sliding screw plates. Although disagreement exists concerning treatment, it is well established that adequate radiographs and fracture classifications can provide useful guidelines for surgeon choice.

Emergency department radiographies are reportedly of bad quality, due to several factors, especially poor patient positioning. Nonetheless reports exist of centers focusing on improving radiography quality to facilitate surgeon choice for techniques and implants. Traction views can improve residents and inexperienced surgeons to correctly classify proximal femur fractures [2].

The literature contains no studies evaluating the impact of traction views on surgeon implant choice. This study however was designed to demonstrate the real importance of traction X-ray to select better fixation method for intertrochanteric fractures.

Materials and Methods

Fifty-eight patients with intertrochanteric femoral fractures were prospectively enrolled from four tertiary teaching hospitals. All patients received standard AP pelvis radiographies as well as radiographies under manual traction of affected limb, total 116 images total. Films were photographed using a 3.2 megapixel digital camera and converted into jpeg extension files. Files were named randomly and recorded to digital media.

Standard technique for regular AP pelvis radiographies consisted of supine whole pelvis radiographs with X-ray beam centered on pubic symphysis, directed vertically, 1 meter from film. Patients were allowed to lie at rest with hips naturally extended.

A similar technique was applied for traction views, but also involved manual traction exerted by a trained orthopedic surgeon on
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the affected limb until reaching the length of the other leg, combined with hip internal rotation. Patients received no anesthesia but were administered IV opioids fifteen minutes prior to exam.

Three fellowship trained trauma surgeons and three hip surgeons blindly reviewed the images and recommended the best implant for each case: intramedullary fixation, involving cephalomedullary nail or extramedullary fixation, involving standard Dynamic hip screw (DHS) plating. Surgeons were familiar with both techniques. These observers received randomly assigned images and were unaware of the radiography technique, patient number, and repetition of patients within the set of images. If they determined the image was insufficient to indicate the appropriate implant, observers could refrain from choosing a technique. Decisions were recorded on a standard spreadsheet, and data were tabulated using Microsoft Excel Software, subsequently analyzed by a blinded reviewer. Observers were uninvolved in the data collection, digital file recording, and statistical analyses.

Inter-observer reliability for dichotomous data was obtained using Cohen Kappa statistics, and normality of the data using Wilcoxon test. McNemar test determined whether treatment choice changes occurred randomly, or if a trend existed towards one implant type with use of traction views. Q Cochran test was used as an extension for McNemar test in sets of more than 2 observers. Results were considered significant at p<0.05 [3,4,5].

The research received Institutional review board (IRB) approval from all participating institutions and was done in accordance with the Helsinki declaration of 1975.

Results

Proximal femur manual traction views induced change in surgeon-selected implant in 35.06% of cases (range: 27.6% to 43.1%), shown in Table 1. Traction views prompted no increased predilection for either method. When divided by surgical specialty, two trauma surgeons chose more intramedullary fixation devices, while the other chose more extramedullary fixation devices, when traction views were analyzed. Among hip surgeons, one chose more intramedullary implants, while another extramedullary implants, and the other had no change in preference, when traction views were considered, shown in Table 1.

The opinion change percentage was not statistically different among observers, demonstrated by the p value of the proportion test for specialist pair (range from 0.076 to >0.99), shown in Table 2.

A weak inter-observer reliability for treatment indication (k=0.264, p<0.001) was obtained when regular views were considered. The traction views provided weak reliability (k=0.220, p<0.001). According to Mann-Whitney test (U= 1.534; p=0.359), traction views provided no improvement in inter-observer reliability for implant choice.

Reliability among observer pairs was analyzed using Kappa method for radiographies without and with traction, Tables 3 and 4 respectively. For views without traction, agreement between trauma surgeons for implant selection was weak to absent (k range=0.052 to 0.296; p-value range=0.024 to 0.739). For traction views, the agreement was weak to absent (k range=0.012 to 0.234; p-value range=0.072 to 0.927). Among hip surgeons, agreement on views without traction improved but still ranged from weak to fair (k range=0.342 to 0.534; p-value range=<0.001 to 0.001). Similarly, their agreement on views with traction was weak to fair (k range=0.241 to 0.505; p-value range=<0.001 to 0.05).

Discussion

Traction views of the fractured proximal femur are often reported as important elements in diagnosis and surgical planning [1,6]. However, limited scientific data exists to support widespread use. Potential benefits of traction views include improved ability to classify the fracture [2]. Although the views may influence treatment choice, the present study was the first to prove their practical implication. In fact, surgeon decision may change in up to one third of cases. Similar results were reported in viewing other joints [7]. In wrist fractures, Goldwyn et al. [7] reported that traction views were invaluable in adequate interpretation of fracture patterns and surgical technique.

Drawbacks exist concerning regular use of traction views. They include additional trained personnel in the radiology room, radiation exposure of the person applying traction, patient pain and discomfort from positioning, need for more analgesia, and additional cost. Some authors suggest such risks could be outweighed by increased correct diagnoses [2] (Figure 1).

The present study demonstrated a weak agreement among surgeons despite the radiograph obtained. This agreement caused little surprise as it represents a major controversy encountered in the literature. There is little consensus on the best implant for each fracture. Additionally, a grey zone seems to exist where both implants could be indicated [8-10]. To avoid such controversy, the authors could have focused on whether traction views would change surgeon ability to correctly identify fracture patterns; however other authors have addressed this issue [6]. More importantly, the focus of the present study was more practical and referred to the ability of one diagnostic method to influence surgical decision making. Although obvious confounding factors exist in the process of selecting an implant or surgical technique, such as surgeon preference and training, implant availability, and patient characteristics, the present study demonstrated that adequate visualization of the fracture patterns plays a major role in decision making.

The authors noticed that traction views induced no preference for one implant type. Despite the surgical subspecialty, changes of opinions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observer</th>
<th>Percentage of opinion change with traction views (IC95)</th>
<th>Trend in change of choice (with traction views)</th>
<th>McNemar’s test</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1(trauma surgeon)</td>
<td>31% (19.5 to 44.5%)</td>
<td>Towards extramedular</td>
<td>5.062</td>
<td>0.008*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (hip surgeon)</td>
<td>29.3% (18.1 to 42.7%)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3(trajuma surgeon)</td>
<td>43.1% (30.1 to 56.8%)</td>
<td>Towards Intramedular</td>
<td>4.762</td>
<td>0.004*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4(trajuma surgeon)</td>
<td>39.6% (24 to 53.3%)</td>
<td>Towards Intramedular</td>
<td>1.189</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (hip surgeon)</td>
<td>27.6% (16.7 to 40.9%)</td>
<td>Towards Intramedular</td>
<td>7.562</td>
<td>0.004*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (hip surgeon)</td>
<td>39.7% (27 to 53.3%)</td>
<td>Towards extramedular</td>
<td>8.522</td>
<td>0.004*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Percentage of opinion change and trend in method choice with traction view.
Agreement among trauma surgeons was lower than hip surgeons, although both were generally low. This does not mean however, that the choices were inadequate. The study contained no gold standard treatment to make such comparisons. Some current evidence points benefits of extramedullary implants for stable intertrochanteric fractures. While intermedullary nailing should be reserved for unstable patterns, consensus is far from unanimous regarding fractures involving the lateral femur cortices and heavily comminuted calcar region fractures.

The study had several limitations. As mentioned, no gold standard of implant choice existed to compare the specialist indications. Therefore, this was a level III diagnostic study. Randomization and blinding techniques were used to minimize risk bias. Additionally, selection bias may have been diminished by the study design with prospective collection of a consecutive series of patients without data loss and with a multicentric setting. The radiographs obtained were representative of the universe of fractures generally faced by surgeons, including stable and unstable fractures with multiple patterns. Although surgeons were selected from different subspecialties and hospitals, they may not represent orthopedic surgeons overall, thereby compromising the external validity of the findings. Additionally, the authors used no classification methods which may complicate reproducibility.

Nonetheless, a relevant and valid answer has been reached to a primary question. It can be concluded that in up to one third of cases, traction views of the proximal femur with intertrochanteric fractures may have direct influence on surgeon choice of implants and surgical technique.
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